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Introduction
This article provides a high-level overview of the manageability aspects of the VMware ESXi solution on Dell
PowerEdge Servers. It discusses the various facets of manageability and the management tools that an IT
Administrator can use to deploy, monitor, inventory, configure, and update an ESXi system.
Virtualization has entered the mainstream and is now critical to building cost-effective, highly-available, and
scalable enterprise IT infrastructures, enabling both flexible resource management and automated resource
allocation based on strategic enterprise policies. Virtualized infrastructures help simplify IT operations in many
ways, from helping to shield software from hardware, to enabling secure resource sharing, to facilitating software
deployment and relocation. They also increase business agility by:
Enabling IT staff to dynamically reallocate resources as needed to avoid planned downtime
Enhancing the efficiency of application testing and development
Facilitating rapid, cost-effective disaster recovery
VMware vSphere is the next evolution along this path of innovation. By delivering on the promise of efficiency,
control, and choice, vSphere transforms IT infrastructures into self-managed, dynamically-optimized clouds. This
giant step forward brings us closer to the vision of computing as a ubiquitously-available, easily-accessible, and
reliable utility service—similar to telephone and electrical service. Utilizing a cloud infrastructure built on vSphere,
business owners and application owners can deploy new business services under managed service-level
agreements (SLAs) without understanding the intricacies of server, storage, and network resources. Wellintegrated management capabilities allow IT to control the overall quality of service delivery and to manage
external resources as easily as they manage internal resources.
VMware ESXi is the next-generation hypervisor and a core building block for the vSphere platform. This innovative
architecture operates independently from general-purpose operating systems, offering improved security,
increased reliability, and simplified management. Its compact architecture is designed to be directly integrated into
virtualization-optimized and certified server hardware, enabling rapid installation, configuration, and deployment.
Functionally, ESXi is equivalent to VMware ESX; however, the Linux-based service console has been removed,
dramatically reducing the footprint to improve security and maintenance. The functionally of the service console is
replaced by remote command-line interfaces and adherence to system management standards. In the simplest
implementation, ESXi is embedded directly into the firmware of select server models from Dell, allowing the server
to boot directly into ESXi.
Because ESXi no longer includes a service console, many of the management activities performed on the ESX
platform—for example, configuring user access to the service console and administering management agents
running in it—are no longer necessary. Other management tasks previously performed in the service console are
now performed in one of several ways:
Using the vSphere Client to provide a Windows-based graphical user interface for interactive
configuration of the platform. The vSphere Client has been enhanced to provide capabilities that were
previously available only in the service console.
Using the vSphere Command Line Interface (vCLI), an interface that enables scripting and command-linebased configuration of the platform from a Linux or Microsoft® Windows® based server, via an encrypted
and authenticated communication channel.
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Using tools such as Dell OpenManage™ Server Administrator (OMSA) and Dell Management Console that
leverage standard APIs such as WS-MAN to manage, inventory, and monitor ESXi server hardware.
In addition, you can manage ESXi using vCenter, just as you would any ESX system. Distributed virtualization
features—such as VMotion and VMware DRS—are designed to work exactly the same on ESXi. This also applies to
mixed environments that include ESX and ESXi systems. VCenter presents both types of systems in the vSphere
Client user interface—certain features unique to ESXi management appear for hosts equipped with that version.
This article focuses primarily on the hardware management aspects of the Dell/VMware solution.

Architecture Overview
Figure 1 demonstrates the architecture of the Dell/VMware solution ecosystem. The ESXi architecture installed on
a PowerEdge server comprises the core virtualization layer, which includes a purpose-built kernel and the
processes that run on top of it. The kernel abstracts the underlying hardware from the virtual machines and
controls application resource allocation. Some of the processes that run on the kernel are:
Direct Console User Interface (DCUI) – A basic management interface accessed via the local console that
provides functionality such as setting the administrative password, configuring networking, and accessing
troubleshooting tasks such as viewing logs and restarting management agents.
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) – Provides the execution environment for a virtual machine, as well as a
helper process known as VMX.
Various Agents – Enables remote manageability from VMware tools such as vSphere Client and VCenter.
Management Infrastructure – VMware bundles components such as the SFCB (Small Footprint CIM
Broker) CIMOM and Openwsman, providing the infrastructure for OEM extensions via providers and
external accessibility via the WS-MAN protocol.
Dell software components include:
OMSA Web Server is installed on a management station in the enterprise. A single instance of the OMSA
Web Server can be used to manage multiple ESXi systems on the network.
Dell Provider plugs into the SFCB CIMOM. It is a lightweight component that interprets requests from the
OMSA Web server component and invokes the correct functionality in the Instrumentation stack below it.
It also authorizes incoming requests.
OMSA Instrumentation provides the core set of hardware monitoring and management services. It is
similar to the services present in other operating system environments that are ported to the ESXi
environment. It enables the hardware manageability functions around monitoring, asset inventory, and
configuration.
Baseboard Management Utilities (BMU) provides out-of-band (OOB) remote access to the service
processor associated with the server. It enables the administrator to run remote IPMI commands against
the server to retrieve and clear embedded hardware logs, perform power control operations, identify the
chassis, and display sensor and power monitoring information. These utilities are included in the
OpenManage media for the management station tools and utilities.
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Dell Remote Access Controller (DRAC) Console is a GUI that provides the ability to view system health,
sensor information, and embedded hardware logs. Advanced functionality, such as console redirection
and virtual media, are also available via this interface.
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Figure 1: Overall Software Architecture

In Figure 1, the event console provides trap reception capabilities, event formatting and display, and the ability to
filter and perform actions in response to events. OpenManage IT Assistant and Dell Management Console are
examples of event consoles that provide this administrative capability. They are capable of handling Platform Event
Traps (PETs) that are generated by the service processor and VMware-issued traps (for example, VM-related
events, VM power on and off). They also support SNMP traps issued by OpenManage Server Administrator
instrumentation. ESXi can be configured to send SNMP traps to the machine hosting the Event Console using the
vSphere Command Line Interface (vCLI).
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Systems Manageability
Deployment
You can order PowerEdge servers with the ESXi image pre-installed on internal storage (SD card, USB, or hard
drive). This eliminates the need to install a virtualization platform. The ESXi hypervisor automatically starts during
boot up, and can acquire network settings via Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). If DHCP is not
configured, an administrator can use Direct Console User Interface (DCUI) for basic configuration, making it easier
to quickly bring the server online.
Dell software components (OpenManage Server Instrumentation, Dell Provider) are included as part of the OEMcustomized ESXi image resident on the boot bank partition of the server’s internal storage.
By default, Dell hardware manageability support is disabled. Users can access this functionality by enabling the CIM
OEM providers—either via vSphere Client or vCLI—and then rebooting the box. The Dell OpenManage Server
Administrator Installation Guide for VMware ESXi (available at support.dell.com) contains additional information
on enabling this configuration.

Monitoring
The ESXi user interface is very similar to the existing OMSA solution, providing a familiar interface for
administrators who have used it to manage ESX or Windows and Linux systems. ESXi enables the user to:
View server and storage asset data
View server and storage health information
View alert and command logs
Configure hardware (storage, BIOS, etc.)
The user can point a Web browser at the Web server to see the HTML-based user interface. On the login page, an
administrator can enter the user credentials and the IP address or host name associated with the ESXi system to
initiate remote management of the ESXi system. The software uses the WS-MAN channel to communicate with the
ESXi system
The user credentials correspond to local users that have been configured for the ESXi system via vSphere Client.
The channel is secured using HTTPS. Dell recommends that the user follow security guidelines around certificate
management, as specified in the ESXi Server Configuration Guide available at www.vmware.com/support/pubs.
OMSA instrumentation services monitor hardware health. The user interface displays the global status of the main
system chassis and the storage sub-system; it also provides the ability to drill down to faulty components. As
shown in Figure 2, the user interface shows the health of individual server sub-components (batteries, fans,
hardware logs, intrusion, memory, power management, power supplies, and temperature). You can also view
storage sub-system health (controllers, batteries, physical disks, virtual disks, connectors, enclosures, enclosure
sub-components, Enclosure Management Modules (EMMs), fans, power supplies, temperature sensors, and
physical disks) and view details on each of the sub-components via a similar drill-down view.
Administrators can also view key power monitoring data for power consumption, cumulative energy consumed,
and system peak power, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Health Tab
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Figure 3: Power Management – Power Tracking Statistics Page

Additionally, OMSA maintains the following logs to provide the user with troubleshooting and diagnostics
information:
Hardware Log - Provides historical information about hardware events that are triggered on the
system. This data is also viewable through the DRAC user interface and through BMU tools.
Alert Log - Lists events generated by OMSA, including alerts that correspond to the storage subsystem, as shown in Figure 4.
Command Log – Provides an audit trail of each command executed on the server.
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Figure 4: Alert Log

Dell recommends configuring your system to send PET traps and VMware SNMP traps from the ESXi system to an
event console in the enterprise, thus notifying you of hardware events that require attention. Typically, event
consoles can send notifications via e-mail or SMS, enabling you to log in via the OMSA Web Server or DRAC user
interfaces to perform additional troubleshooting and diagnostic functions.
You can also view server hardware health in vSphere Client. vCenter 4 obtains health information from the same
source as OMSA. Figure 5 shows what the hardware management tab looks like in vSphere Client. In addition to
viewing health status, vCenter allows you to set alarms that alert you to changes in hardware health—several of
these alerts are enabled by default when you install vCenter 4.
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Figure 5: vSphere Client Health Tab

Asset Inventory
The OMSA user interface also displays asset inventory information about the physical hardware including:
Hardware assets – processor, memory, NIC, power supplies, slots
Software – operating system, BIOS, firmware, systems management agents
FRU (Field Replaceable Unit) – View FRU information as shown in Figure 5; this provides serial number
and part number information that is valuable during troubleshooting and diagnostics
Storage – controllers, physical disks, virtual disks, and enclosures
Remote Access Information – remote access devices (BMC, DRAC, or iDRAC) including IPMI version,
networking information, and features enabled via the device (LAN Access, Serial-Over-LAN (SOL) access,
etc.)
If ESXi is installed on a blade server, information is also provided about the modular chassis enclosure.
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Figure 6: FRU

Configuration
OMSA components allow you to perform hardware configuration via the user interface. Examples of configuration
tasks are:
Enable/disable the system’s front panel buttons.
Configure key BIOS attributes.
Configure thresholds corresponding to the different sensors and configure the thermal shutdown severity
level (warning or critical) to perform an emergency shut-down, if necessary.
Configure the remote access device (users, networking, Serial-over-LAN (SOL) configuration, and serial
port configuration) and configure Platform Event Filters (PEFs) to respond to hardware events that are
monitored by the service processor.
Perform various storage configuration tasks for supported internal and direct-attached storage, including
configuring virtual disks, assigning hot spares, and triggering tasks such as rebuilding failed drives (see
Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Storage Configuration

Certain OMSA operations are not permitted—for example, a subset of the power control operations. These
operations are documented in the Dell OpenManage Server Administrator User’s Guide available at
www.dell.com/support.
After the initial setup, you can use vSphere Client or vCLI to remotely configure the virtualization layer, including
virtual network and storage devices. Alternatively, an advanced capability available within vSphere called Host
Profiles allows you to configure an ESXi host to be captured and automatically replicated across similarly-equipped
servers.

Software Update
With the elimination of the service console, the number of patches and updates that must be applied to the
system is significantly reduced. All updates to ESXi are whole-image replacements, and they include the latest Dell
management provider and hardware instrumentation, so there is no need to use a separate tool for those updates.
There are a number of ways to update the ESXi image, with VMware Update Manager being the most important.
This tool allows you to download and apply the appropriate update image automatically to the ESXi host, as well as
the virtual machines running on it. It is also integrated with VMware’s Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) to
enable zero-downtime patching of ESX/ESXi hosts.
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Dell has integrated functionality into third-party consoles to enable deployment of BIOS/firmware updates.
However, due to the secure architecture of an ESXi system, deployment of BIOS/firmware bundles to the system
through agent software resident in the host operating system is not permitted. To perform firmware updates, an
administrator can use the Dell System Build and Update Utility (SBUU), which is bootable media that ships with
every PowerEdge server. The update files are available in the Server Update Utility media. Both utilities can be
downloaded from Dell’s support site at support.dell.com.
Dell recommends migrating virtual machines off of the server before performing BIOS/firmware updates. If
VMotion is not configured, power off the virtual machines or suspend them and perform a cold migration.

Summary
VMware ESXi provides virtualization infrastructure that is simple to install and deploy. The manageability functions
available through VMware and Dell utilities simplify systems management by providing a centralized
administrative console. Dell continues to work with VMware to simplify the systems management experience for
virtualization-enabled platforms in future generations of the solution stack, thus enhancing the seamless
manageability of an ESXi solution from a centralized remote console.
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